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Prerequisite: Physics 272L, and at least junior standing, or permission from instructor

Text: Schultz: *Grob's Basic Electronics, 11th Edition*

Optional/Reference: Horowitz and Hill: *The Art of Electronics*

Office hours: WAT214 M 4-5pm, during lab period, any afternoon in WAT214 by appointment

email: varner@phys.hawaii.edu

Lecture: T Th 10:30 - 11:45am  WAT 415A

Lab: Th 12:30 - 3:20 WAT415A, mandatory. **Scientific Calculator & note taking capability mandatory**

**Writing Intensive:** Scientific writing and lab reports will be critiqued and graded on both lab and writing techniques by the formula at the bottom:

40% of the course grade is determined by satisfactory completion of the writing assignments

Homework: Assigned Tuesday, due next Tuesday, no late homework.

Grading: Based on curve derived from Total (100) = (MT1(100)+MT2(100)+HW(100)+FINAL(100)+Lab(100))/5